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Of the countless approaches one can take toward a successful green remodeling project, those related to 
indoor air quality (IAQ) are among the most prominent. Yet the issue itself is one of the least visible. The air 
we breathe is a hot topic, but one usually examined in terms of improving our clients' lives once the remodel 
is done. But we can concentrate on how to improve IAQ during the remodeling project, too. 

There's no reason why clients should wait until HEPA filters are installed on the air exchanger or a timer 
switch is wired on the new vent fan to benefit from better IAQ. With a bit of planning and an awareness of 
products, indoor air quality can be improved the minute you start the job. 

The reason remodelers are not bound by the Hippocratic oath is because the directive "do no harm" does not 
apply. Unlike doctors, doing harm is often the first thing we do. But we can think like doctors, and we 
should rethink demolition strategies to make remodeling more like surgery and less like tear out. Don't let 
the speed of the procedure become more important than the quality. Too often the priority of demolition is 
getting it done — now! But you don't do that with other phases of the job like custom woodworking and 
complex tile designs. Doing a quality job means actually caring how you do a job, not how fast you do a job.

Getting Started

The best part? You can improve air quality immediately with a quick, three-step process that is both cheap 
and easy. Before demolition begins you simply: 

1. Enter the job site  
2. Open a window  
3. Leave it open  

In many parts of the country, outside air is cleaner than what's inside the home, so go ahead and let some of 
the outdoors in! 

Keeping IAQ at a high level throughout the project takes a little more commitment, though, and requires 
planning and adjustment. But hey, you're a remodeler, so you're used to it. What you may not be used to is 
analyzing your on-site tactics for isolation, protection and cleanliness. 

Isolate

First, isolate the work area so that air quality for the entire home is not compromised when you start tearing 
into drywall. At a hallway or door opening, set up a barrier using heavy duty 6-mil plastic, not the thin stuff. 
Mount it to a 2- by 4-inch frame, and stick it in the opening using a friction fit. Tape the edges securely and 
install a zipper that allows for access back and forth. 

Next, don't just block off the air conditioning registers but seal them shut and check to see if there are 
dampers that can be closed anywhere in the ductwork. If a return air box in the work area can't be disabled 
during construction, keep a supply of filters on hand and change them regularly. 

One way to make sure your clients are satisfied when the dust has settled is to manage the settling dust. Start 
with minimizing traffic through the living space. When you can't access the work area through an exterior 
door, consider removing debris out of a window. If you have a window to replace, take it out early and 
install the new one later. Maybe you can turn a window into a temporary door. For a 15-week project, it 
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